International Green Culture Festival

GREEN FEST

is inclusive event dedicated to ecology and environment protection, which, through education, film and exhibition program, encourages life culture in accordance with green values.

7th International Green Culture Festival GREEN FEST was held October 15-18th 2016, in Dom omladine Beograda (Belgrade Youth Center), attracting over 14 000 visitors who enjoyed in all programs of the festival, completely free. Program of the festival is divided in three segments: GREEN FIELD, GREEN SQUARE, GREEN SCREEN FEST.

International Education Program GREEN FIELD is place for opening of new approach to education through peer and expert education. 23 workshops/lectures/debates was held for students from 50 education institutions.

International Exhibition Program GREEN SQUARE is informative-exhibition program dedicated to companies, organizations, civic initiatives, artists, social and student entrepreneur companies developing green product and initiatives. 11 exhibitors formed welcoming square for all the visitors of the festival.

International Environmental Film Festival GREEN SCREEN FEST is divided in two parts, competitive and revue. On Call for Entries, total of 1455 films was received from 98 countries. In revue part, 7 high quality documentary films were screened, festival winners from around the world.

green fest in numbers

4 days
67 hours of program
over 14,000 visitors
1455 films from 98 countries
7 Awards and 1 special mention
11 revue films
21 workshops
50 education institutions
11 exhibitors
36 voluntaries

ORGANIZER OF THE FESTIVAL
Environment Improvement Centre is non-governmental, non-profit organization dedicated to protection and improvement of environment. It is founded in 2008, in Belgrade, with objective to encourage and help protection of natural heritage and ensure fair distribution of natural resources through the implementation of sustainable development and green values.

office@cuzs.org | www.cuzs.org
23 workshops
greenfield
Since festival foundation, part of the education workshops is conducted through program of peer education.

Workshop FASTFOOD
Students of the primary school “Đorđe Krstić”, with their mentor Ilinka Miletić in cooperation with the Day care centre for children and youth with special needs

Lecture EFFECT OF ACID - ACID RAIN ON SEED GERMINATION OF WHEAT
Student of the primary school “Ruder Bošković” Jovana Gavrilović with her mentors Jelena Vračević and Vesna Novović

Lecture POWER OF WATER
Biological section of the International Educational System “Ruder Bošković” with professor of biology Marija Keržlin

Workshop WHAT WE DRINK DURING THE DAY? AND EAT? VEGAN and VEGETARIAN DIET- YES OR NO?
Students of the primary school “Đorđe Krstić”, with their mentor Ilinka Miletić

Workshop THE PROTECTORS OF THE EMERALD VALLY
EKS Ecological culture scene, Marina Pavlić and Daniel Pavlić

Lecture LIFE THAT MOVES THE BOUNDARIES
Eco-museteers of Primary school “Drinka Pavlović” with their mentor Marina Drndarski

Lecture POPULATION GROWTH
Students of high school “Ruder Bošković”: Naum Ivanić, Matija Gorić, Stojan Stošanov and Ilija Novčić with their mentors Marija Keržlin and Maja Serdar

Lecture WHEREVER YOU TURN, YOU ARE EXPOSED TO RADIATION
Chemical-Food Technology School, Belgrade, dipl. ing. Dragana Ranković, Milenija Joksimović with students

Workshop ONLY ONE – PLANET EARTH
Students of the primary school “Stevan Sremac”, with their mentors Jelena Markvart and Verica Lazić

Workshop ECO-PARTY, WITHOUT POISON AND GARBAGE, BAG FULL OF HEALTH
Students at the Belgrade University: Tijana Milikić – Faculty of Agriculture, Milica Despotovic and Maja Despotovic – Faculty of Mining and Geology, Jovana Đunović – Faculty of Geography

Workshop A BOTTLE AND IMAGINATION CAN DO ANYTHING
Primary school “Dragan Lukić” students with their mentors Svetlana Korta, Gorana Paštar and Zarka Krstić

Workshop LET LOVE GROW - PLANT ME
Pharmacy - Physiotherapy school in Belgrade, ph spec Biljana Vasić, mr ph Maja Pavlić with students Teodora Vasić, Aleksandra Ristić, Anja Milanović, Nina Đurić i Ula Bužan

Workshop ECOPARTY, WITHOUT POISON AND GARBAGE, BAG FULL OF HEALTH
Students at the Belgrade University: Tijana Milikić – Faculty of Agriculture, Milica Despotovic and Maja Despotovic – Faculty of Mining and Geology, Jovana Đunović – Faculty of Geography

Workshop THE PROTECTORS OF THE EMERALD VALLY
EKS Ecological culture scene, Marina Pavlić and Daniel Pavlić

Lecture LIFE THAT MOVES THE BOUNDARIES
Eco-museteers of Primary school “Drinka Pavlović” with their mentor Marina Drndarski

Lecture POPULATION GROWTH
Students of high school “Ruder Bošković”: Naum Ivanić, Matija Gorić, Stojan Stošanov and Ilija Novčić with their mentors Marija Keržlin and Maja Serdar

Lecture WHEREVER YOU TURN, YOU ARE EXPOSED TO RADIATION
Chemical-Food Technology School, Belgrade, dipl. ing. Dragana Ranković, Milenija Joksimović with students

Workshop ONLY ONE – PLANET EARTH
Students of the primary school “Stevan Sremac”, with their mentors Jelena Markvart and Verica Lazić

Workshop ECO-PARTY, WITHOUT POISON AND GARBAGE, BAG FULL OF HEALTH
Students at the Belgrade University: Tijana Milikić – Faculty of Agriculture, Milica Despotovic and Maja Despotovic – Faculty of Mining and Geology, Jovana Đunović – Faculty of Geography

Workshop A BOTTLE AND IMAGINATION CAN DO ANYTHING
Primary school “Dragan Lukić” students with their mentors Svetlana Korta, Gorana Paštar and Zarka Krstić

Workshop LET LOVE GROW - PLANT ME
Pharmacy - Physiotherapy school in Belgrade, ph spec Biljana Vasić, mr ph Maja Pavlić with students Teodora Vasić, Aleksandra Ristić, Anja Milanović, Nina Đurić i Ula Bužan

Workshop THE FOOD IS TO BE EATEN NOT THROWN AWAY
Students of the primary school “Stevan Sremac”, with their mentors Jelena Markvart and Verica Lazić

Lecture HEALTHY AND UNHEALTHY FOOD
Students of the primary school “Banović Stahinja” with their mentors Dijana Tomović, Anita Sarić, Marina Milovančević and Jelena Janjić

Workshop HOW TO RECYCLE IN BELGRADE
Tijana Ležaić, student at the Faculty of Geography, Belgrade University

Workshop ONE DAY ON THE PLANET EARTH
Students of the primary school “Vladislav Ribnikar” with their mentor Sanja Krivokapić
Lecture
ECO VOX BOX POPULI
EKS Ecological culture scene, Daniel Pavlić

Workshop
HOW BIG IS MY ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT
WWF World Wide Fund for Nature

Workshop
LETS FLY WITH WHITE STORKS
Bird Study and Protection Society of Serbia, BirdLife International, Mića Radanović, Slobodan Knežević

Workshop
EXPLORE AND GET TO KNOW NATURE
Assistant Jovana Đzoljić, professor Ivana Krulj, and students at the High school, Applied Professional Studies, from Vranje

Panel discussion:
WHY THE ENVIRONMENT ISN’T ATTRACTIVE AT THE MEDIA MARKET?

ADAM SANTOVAC,
Journalist/Reporter, TV N1

GORAN SEKULIĆ,
WWF Serbia

STEVAN VUJASINOVIĆ,
Advisor for Communication and Public Relations (UNDP)

Moderator: VLADAN ŠĆEKIĆ,
Environment Improvement Centre

Workshop
NEW DISCOVERIES ABOUT THE NATURE OF SERBIA
Institute for Nature Conservation of Serbia, Mr Danko Jović, Dr Dragan Nešić, Milorad Kličković

Lecture
GREEN ISLAND
Claudia Zanfi, art historian, cultural promoter and gardens’ designer (Italy)
Competitive film program Award winners:

Best youth film and the best film of the festival
“EAT ME”
Ilina Perianova from (Bulgaria)

Best nature film
“BAOBABS BETWEEN LAND AND THE SEA”
Cyrille Cornu (France)

Best Serbian film
“PLANE WITHOUT BIRDS?”
Dragan Gmičić (Serbia)

Best animated film
“BENU”
Dominik Schön (Germany)

Best short film
“NORDLYS”
Paolo Ferreira (Portugal)

Best film up to 1 minute
“THERE IS A PLACE”
Denis Kushnarov (Ukraine)

Special mention
“ZION”
Jim Pattiz (USA)
EXHIBITORS

- Exhibition
  SAVE THE CLIMATE,
  SAVE THE HEALTH
  French Institute

- ECO DOLPHIN
  High school of Applied
  Professional Studies, Vranje

- Photo exhibition BIODIVERSITY
  Institute for Nature Conservation
  of Serbia

- Photo exhibition ANIMA MUNDI
  Institute for Nature Conservation
  of Serbia

- Protected natural area
  "ARBORETUM OF FACULTY OF
  FORESTRY, UNIVERSITY OF
  BELGRADE"

- GREEN ISLAND.
  New Urban Ecology,
  Eco-design for a greener city.

- Exhibition "BE ECO MOBILE"
  EU info centre

- RE-CRAFTS

- Exhibition HOW GREEN FEST
  COULD HAVE LOOK THIS YEAR

- KREATOPLIS

- Regional Environment Centre
  for Central and East Europe
  (REC)
 SOCIAL CAMPAIGN

From the beginning, integral part of GREEN FEST are social campaigns with goal to draw attention to different aspects of responsible action towards environment. Through the campaign "Food is to be eaten, not thrown away" by Environment Improvement Centre, through film program and dinner made out of saved food, in cooperation with Hospitality-tourist school and Moja pijaca service, we additionally enhanced the knowledge of visitors on food waste issue.